RE:Conception

RESPONSIBLE SERVICE OF ALCOHOL POLICY AND TERMS OF ENTRY

RE:Conception Atrium Party and Lakeside events have a policy to serve the University community (students and staff) and their invited guests in a responsible, friendly and professional manner and in accordance to the legislation related to the provision and sale of alcohol (Liquor Act 2007).

RE:Conception Atrium Party and Lakeside events are responsible service of alcohol venues. Entry will be refused to persons showing signs of intoxication. Persons showing signs of intoxication will be asked to leave the licensed venue. RE:Conception Atrium Party and Lakeside events enforces and follows responsible service of alcohol guidelines set out by the NSW liquor act. We reserve the right to refuse service of alcohol to patrons and to ask patrons to leave the premise that we deem to be intoxicated and/or troublesome.

RE:Conception Atrium Party is restricted to those aged 18 years and over. All patrons will be required to show current proof of age and Student ID's (If a student) to gain entry. The following forms of identification (ID) can be accepted as evidence of age by licensed venues in NSW:

- A driver’s or rider’s licence or permit (issued by an Australian State or Territory or any foreign country)
- Australian passport or a foreign passport issued by another country
- NSW photo card (issued by Roads and Maritime Services NSW)
- Proof of age card issued by a public authority of the Commonwealth or of another State or Territory for the purpose of attesting to a person’s identity and age
- Keypass (over-18) identity card issued by Australia Post
- Non students will be required to be signed in by a current student with a maximum of 2 (two) guest per student.

RE:Conception Atrium Party is a ticketed event. Proof of Moshtix ticket purchase must be shown at event entry and entry will be refused if proof of ticket purchase is not presented. Student ID must be presented at entry with the purchase of a student ticket or entry will be refused.

RE:Conception encourages patrons to take advantage of its safe transport options including the Designated Driver program and Macquarie University bus. Ubar staff are available to assist patrons in their decisions to have a safe and responsible night.

RE:Conception Atrium Party is restricted to all Macquarie University staff and students inc CME, MGSM, MI and their guests. All guests will need to be signed in by a Macquarie University Staff or Student ID holder. By entering the RE:Conception Atrium Party you are hereby giving permission to be subject to professional photography within the event. Student or Staff must show their valid Macquarie ID card, this includes CMA, SIBT, MI and MGSM. Limit of two guests per Student or Staff. By entering the RE:Conception Atrium Party you are hereby giving permission to be subject to professional photography within the event.

RE:Conception Atrium Party and Lakeside events are drug free events. Any guest found using or distributing illicit substances will be removed from the premises and notified directly to Police.